APPENDIX - I
City Problems due to Slums as reported by local Newspapers A Weeklies

HUMAN MISERY OF URBAN SLUMS
By GOPAL BHARGAVA
and squatter settle being the growing
ments, especially in large housing.
SLUMS
cities like Ahmedabad, Bombay,

shortage of what is required to make a suc
cess of schemes like the EIUS
In the absence of a systematic is people’s participation.
Calcutta, Delhi. Madras and Kan survey,
a number of attempts
The report on Indian slums
pur, have developed into problem have been
made from time to prepared oy the Town and Coun
areas and, are notorious for their
time
to
estimate
the
size
of
try Planning organization under
unhygienic condition. The growth
India’s stum population; All these tne Union Ministry oi Urmin
of slums is, however, inevitable. exercises
suffer
from
some
short
Development
nas Listed some im
Since . our metropolitan cities coming or other.. The Task Force
portant retarding laetors affec
have a concentration of- indus
tries, offices and commercial on Housing and Urban Develop ting Implementation of tne
ment, appointed by tile Planning scheme in. the early years. These
establishments, migrants and the Commission,
estimated that 32 to are. the aosenco of a long-term
urban Door are unable to afford 40 million people
lived in urban strategy of sium improvement in
exorbitant market rents and are
slums in 1981, about 40 per cent the States; 'the lacs of auequate
forced to live in slums.
of them living in one million
and technical ex
The master clans prepared for plus cities and another 30 per administrative
at the State and local
our cities have not provided for cent in cities with a population pertise
levels:
inadequate
budgetary re
.adequate land for people engaged of between 100,000 and a million. sources of local bodies;
ab
in the informal service sector But the States and Union Terri sence of city-wise data onthe
slums
with the result that the poor are tories have together Identified b and projects; local problems
m
forced to Squat, on whatever slum population of only about 28 taking up improvement work on
vacant land is available. And million.
private slums; the difficulty of
given a total absence of organiza
It is generally seen that small maintaining the improved slums;
tion. the slum quickly becomes a
.iving habitat where there is and medium towns nave a lower and poor coordination among the
overcrowding, lack of sanitation, percentage . of slum dwellers, agencies concerned dealing with
supply, electricity, sewer
unsatisfactory drinking
water whereas the big cities have a wateretc.
The report also noted
supply, inadequate ventilation, higher percentage of such people. age,
Bombay is estimated to that slum improvement program
and poor civic services. The Thus,
have the highest number of slum mes were regarded as a tempor
bustees of Calcutta, the zopad- dwellers,
by Calcutta, ary solution, it being assumed
patties of Bombay, the jliuggi Delhi and followed
(3.3 million, that the beneficiaries would not
Jhompri of Delhi, and the cherles 3.2 million, Madras
2.6 million and 1.3 remain permanently on the site,
of Madras show clearly, how un million, respectively).
Among the and the absence of any effort bv
hygienic the life of slum-dwellers
metropolitan cities. Kanpur State Governments to link im
can be without basic amenities other
Bangalore provement schemes with security
like sanitation, water supply and has 680.000 and
of tenure and assistance in bouse
510.000 slum dwellers.
street lighting.
There have been a number of construction. Finally, it found no
Slum dwellers occupy any plot schemes for the improvement of evidence of the involvement of
of land that is vacant even slums over the years, one such slum dwellers in the EIUS pro
thougn it may not be lit for habi Being the
Centre’s Environ gramme.
tation. The selection of marsny mental Improvement of Urban
Regional planning is essential
land that is flood-prone is parti Slum scheme (EIUS) for which m effective city panning oeeause
cularly true in cities like Bom- Rs 150.45 crores were earmarked the over-concentration of deve
oay, Calcutta and Madras. In Cal in the Sixth Plan, and Rs 269.45 lopment activities will only Help
cutta, slum and squatter settle crores in the Seveuth. The finan to worsen the slum situation by
ments have emerged in areas cial allocation on the basis of the end of the century To take
where overcrowding is already per capita cost of services in re an example, despite Delhi’s 2UUU
acute. Not surprisingly, there lation to population was Rs 150 A.D. perspective plan and that
fore, a slum in Calcutta has at an earlier stage, being re for the National Capital Region,
been described as ‘a multiple vised to Rs 250 with effect from the focus of attention, as far as
index of human misery”. The April 1, 1984. The scheme was Delhi's budgetary provisions are
shacks are “built of materials to operate with 100 per cent concerned, lias been placed on
picked up from the wayside, with Central assistance.
excessive socio economic and in
no provision for light, ventilation
frastructural facilities. The result
The EIUS’s major items are : of this will clearly he large-scale
or privacy. People live in these
for generations. While the slum street lighting, paved pathways, migration to the city and other
dwellers have at least a shelter, water supply, sanitation, and urban settlements. Not surpris
the street dwellers^-half a mil sewerage. Previously the papula ingly, therefore, slums have
lion of them—have not even any tion criteria was evaluated for come up in a big way and are
fixed place of dwelling as they assessing the achievements of the becoming unmanageable. There
sleep under a tree by the road EIUS scheme. However, it was is an urgent need for adopting
side. under a balcony or a porti later assessed on the basis ol a decentralised policy to ensure
co. The city of Calcutta symbo tcvel of services in relation to the appropriate spill of popula
lises degradation and the painful expenditure sanctioned. The in tion and economic activities into
experience and the loathsome formation received from the neighbouring regions.
evil of urbanism”.
States has usually been exagger
Planners have an important
The inhabitants of slum and ated as regards achievements. As role to play in slum improve
a
result,
shortcomings
have
been
squatter settlements arc largely overlooked ami the scheme has ment schemes Voluntary organi
Involved in the informal sector.
zations can also ascertain the
Among their main occupations not been under proper adminis progress of the EIUS scheme on
trative
control.
ire those of driver, conductor,
a Stale-wide ba-fs by seeking
construction worker, domestic
To take an example, water nublic opinion and reporting in
-ervanl. ayah, vegetable seller, taps installed under the scheme terms of physical verification. In
petty shopkeeper, etc. A large arc stolen. Tilt- hand pumps in dustrialists could also be en
proportion of the middle class the settlements are second-hand. couraged to provide a sufficiently
also lives in the slum and squat Utility services are not properly attractive level of services and
ter settlements of Bombay and maintained. The community latri accordingly, t3.x : offers should be
Calcutta, one reason for this nes are unsatisfactory. Clearly, provided.
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Urban development problems
From Our Special Representative
NEW DELHI, Nov. 10.—In a
series of research studies on dlfferent subjects done by the National
Institute of Urban Affairs at the
Instances of various agencies, ineluding Government and foreign,
some of the disturbing but wide
spread views have been confirmed
A factor inhibiting proper imple
mentation of the master plans and
development plans of Indian towns
Is that- legislative support is “main
ly for negative control rather than
I for promotion of orderly develop
ment" of the towns; one of the rea
sons for the slow implementation of
various urban development plans i»
the "presence of vested interests
working against plans" and In the
absence of maternity benefits, wo
men construction workers work till
the day of childbirth
After detailed analysis of aboilUon of octroi in Madhya Pradesh
and Karnataka, a study showed it
had “deleterious” effects on the
finances of the local bodies. The
abolition of octroi “may help the
trading community but does no)
lessen the burden of the cocnmoD
man”.
Examination of implementation
of the Integrated Kural Develop
ment Plan in two districts in Ke-rala and Orissa showed that the
beneficiaries “intentionally” indi

1

cate their actual Income as falling
below the poverty line to take ad
vantage of the programme assis
tance. The subsidy component of
the programme was "misused” by
the beneficiaries.
A study of the green areas of
Delhi undertaken at the instance
of the office of the Prime Minis
ter, showed that the space provi
ded for local parks and play
grounds had been diverted to other
uses' and large portions of the
sgricultural green bells were also
brought under uses “Incompatible
with the concept arid philosophy
of the green belt” and the uses
permitted under the zonal regula
tions.
While looking at the pattern of
migration within the national cap!
tal region, a study noted that the
pattern (of migration) had acquir
ed an added significance because of
urban migration .and this factor
alone would account for immigra
tion of 2.5 lakh people into Delhi
by 1996.
A resume of these survey reports
were given by Mr. Dabir Singh,
Minister of Estate for Urban Deve
lopment, in reply to an unstarred
question by Mr Manlk Reddy, in
Lok Sabha yesterday.
A comparative analysis of-the
management of urban services In
nine cities showed that the majo

Environment fund for
developing nations

rity of the population was with
out any access to potable water
supply while substantial water
losses and leakages in water distri
bution were observed. But the re
venue generated by the water sup
ply sector had little relationship
to the cost of “water production
and distribution".
As for refuse collection In these,
nine cities, it was seen that there
was inefficiency and inadequate
utilisation of the available facili
ties and there was unequal distri
bution of staff and unequal work
load.
Looking into the distribution of
dvic amenities and their inter
locality disparity, a study found
that in unauthorized localities,
which were not legally entitled to
these amenities, the people were
able to "increase their access to
them (amenities) through unlaw
ful means”.
One survey examined the func
tioning of the Delhi Rent Control
Act 1958. It concluded that about
two third of tenants interviewed
were ignorant about this law and
those familiar with it were not ac
quainted with that particular pro
vision of the law which fixed stand
ard rent. The tenants were unwill
ing to approach the office of the
rent controller even to seek Jus
tice and protect their Interests.
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From Our Special Representative
^JEW DELHI, April 28. — A three- The 1992 conference on environiay conference of selected de- ment and development should reveloping countries on global ,en- concile development priorities
vironmental issues has.reached the with protection of the environronclusion that the focus has to ment Environmeritally benign
‘shift from reckless pursuit of technologies should not be treated
materialism to progress with con- merely as a good business opportervation”.
tunity. But environmental conThe participants were from cems should not be used as an exVrgentina, Brazil, China, Cuba, cuse for erecting new trade
Sgypt, Guyana, India, Kenya, barriers. The unfair economic
>outh Korea, Malaysia, Malta, order should be recorded to reduce
Pakistan, Peru, Saudi Arabia, the burdens on the developing
ienegal, Sri Lanka, Yugoslavakia countries, the delegates said,
md Zimbabwe. Columbia and
/enezuela attended as observers.
The developing countries would
They railed for the setting up of not accept general principle
m environment fund to restore the which amounted to thrusting obli•"•(egraded parts of the environment Rations without compensation,
nd prevent future degadation by The delegates agreed that consultadoption of conservation measures tions and coordination among the
nd clean technologies by the developing countries should coneveloping countries. An adequate tinue, especially at the preparatory
rnd was needed with contribu- committee of the 1992 conference,
ons by the developed countries in to be held in Nairobi in August,
ddition to existing financial flows The delegates praised the India’s
> the developing countries. It initiative in convening this meetiould be administered on demo- big. They welcomed the indication
ratio principles through a that China would hold a confealanced representation of deve- rence in Beijing to continue the
♦ped and developing countries.
consultations.

landlords, on the other hand, were
generally familiar with a greater
part of the Act which they found
on the ‘whole "unrealistic and Im
practical", But a bign*'percentage
of landlords also did not know
about the provisions regarding the
fixation of standard rent, arid be
cause of high rents, many who
were earlier living in “core areas”
were living in the periphery of
the city.
A survey took a look at the
social accounts of the Delhi Tran*
port Corporation and came to the
conclusion that the losses of DTC
were largely • due to. the “excep
tionally low bus fares”. It suggea
ted that to improve financial per
forma nee, DTC should adopt the
BEST (Bombay) fares and the
fares should be linked to operation
costs, price index and distance.
In fact suggestions were made
in respect of several findings for
better Implementation of master
plans and development plans. It
was suggested that there should be
changes in the existing urban planning legislation to make it e "posi
tive instrument".
For management of urban ser
vices, one recommendation was ac
tion to bring about a change in
the orientation of local bodies towards maintenance of the existing
facilities and infrastructure.
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World s worst & largest
slums in Calcutta
By a Staff Reporter

ALCUTTA, one of the most de-/: About 44% of the shanties, in
nsely-populated cities, also has slums do not have any water taps
the dubious distinction of having and 54% share one water tap with
some of the worst and largest others at the ratio of one tap for 100
VoLCXXIVNo. 34771
<NUARY 14,1990
slums in the world. The city has: people. Electricity in the slums is a
over 2,000 recorded slums covering scarce, commodity as only 13% of
an area, of 187.33 sq. km. within , the population there enjoys the
Calcutta Municipal Corporation. facility. Illness and other health
The number of slums In the city is hazards are rampant among the
i great pity that the de- and
as
this
country’s stated to be increasing and accord slum population, with more than
: action plan that the planners themselves thought ing to a rough estimate there are 43% of the population suffering
about 500 small and medium-size from some kind of infection, meas
•mment has formulated possible not very long ago.
slums yet to be recorded.
les and skin diseases.
e implementation of the
According to official statistics',
ises made in the Nation- It needs to be examined more than 1.7 million people,’ Dysentery, diarrhoea, gastro-enrnt’s election manifesto- how that very positive ap- which is abopt 40% of the city’s teritis and typhoid attack more
d be so disappointing proach came to De replaced total population, dwell in slums. than 52% of the population be
of the filthy and unhygienic
e point: slum clearance by the present seemingly de The density of population in the cause
that prevails in the
/ strategy was expected featist attitude. There is a slums is 400 to 1,000 people per atmosphere
slums. Not more than 5% have
Mr V. P. Singh’s Gov- growing view that the pheno acre with a per capita share of not separate kitchen facilities in the
more W1CU1
than o30V UVJ.
sq. ft These facts
ent
for eradicating menally high premium on ur 1UU.1C
were revealed by speakers and var-' . m area?ban
land,
with
the
conse
altogether, but to go by
lous technical papers submitted at Owing to the lack of an appropriction plan, there is not quent reluctance of State a seminar on Slum improvement - ate approach, all attempts at slum
■tightest room for such Governments to part with it — problems and prospects- . or- improvement have failed. Several
now, since the Govem- except for what are consi- ganized in Calcutta by the West serious attempts have been made
is contemplating only dered remunerative projects, Bengal State centre committee of! by the State Government, the Cal3ion of basic services is among the principal ob- the Institution of Engineers (India)i cutta Metropolitan Development
. .
~
j i Authorities, Calcutta Municipal
acilities in slums. Arid stacles in the way of resettl- orLfnd?yThe slums of the city, often des- Corporation and several non-Gov*tat looks like confirms- ing slum-dwellers which is
as “living-hells because off emment philanthrophic organiza<f the apprehebsion that woefully shortsighted. If a cnbed
the lack of proper and adequate! tions like the Kamakrishna Miswill be no change in metropolis is overrun with civic amenities like water, sanita-l si0n for slum development.
/ in this respect, the slums and is reduced to a, tion, pathways, sewerage and light
THE STATESMAN
; Minister offered ration “slumpolis”, as Bombay is ! ing arrangements, are “the monu
ATRtt 23JH88
to all slum dwellers fast tending to become, ments of the city’ planners’ failures
g a tour of the capital’s would any worthwhile, leave ; and the Government’s indiffer
ence”. Socio-economic surveys
i. While this is undoub- alone remunerative, urban ;
revealed that 14% of the slum
a humanitarian gesture, project be possible? What is i have
population do not have any privies
i also to be recognized surely required is a bold con-1 at all, while 82% share their privies
it could prove yet ceptual breakthrough where- with others.

C

IO REPRIEVE FOR SLUMS

er factor in perpetuatums. The previous Govant had explicitly stated
ilums had developed a
nism of their own and
not be removed. Does
iccessor share that
<i? To be sure the
p*ons of the problem are
•<ing. At the start of the
•nt five-year plan, an esid 33 million people
in urban slums, and,
ding to a Planning
aission study, that
<er is ejected to go up
•haps 78 million by the
2001 A.D. But given
determination,' slumers can assuredly be refrom their present denized habitat and reseti dwellings more befit«f humans, as has been
in nearby Singapore,

by planners and adminis
trators will give up their pre-i
sent sites-and-services ap
proach with respect to slum
dwellers and go in for plans
for their genuine resettle
ment Also, instead of State
Governments having to carry
this entire burden as is now
the case, civic bodies can be
asked to share it So can the
large industries in and
around cities. It is, in fact
these industries that are
primarily responsible for the
proliferation of slums for
they impel large numbers of
the rural poor to migrate to
urban areas but almost with
out exception, do little to ensure
proper
housing
accommodation for them, inevitably fostering squatting
of the ugliest kind, as well as
slums and shanty towns.

Heading
Toward? Doom
-.dr

V*

symposium on environ- survey carried out by the World
NOment
is complete without a Health*. Organization. Since them,
passing reference to the “urban the city has been variously
disaster” called Calcutta. When branded-as the “city of dark
en,; itries all over the world ob- ’ness”, “city of garbage", "city of
serve “Environment; Day" on slums”, and Anally "the dead
June 5 every year,,bespectacled city”. Mr Rajiv Gandhi hastened
pundits voice their concern over the erosion of the Congress vote
the “impending catastrophe" bank in Calcutta by describing it.

By Diptoeh Majumdar "
and “ultimate destruction", the
city -was heading for. But that
day of reckoning — the Dooms
day —never comes. And life con
tinues to pulsate amid piled-up
garbage; pot-bellied children
prance and caper in squalid
slums. Calcuttans never hear the
death-knell of a city writhing ini
pain.
Yet, only a century ago, the
city was attributed pleasant
epithets like the “city of palaces"
and “city of gardens". It was only
in 1956 that it earned the dubious
distinction of being cited as the
“dirtiest" city in the world in a
THE
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as “a dyin^ city”. Envirorimentalists have pondered over the
issue in vain. The survival of this
anarchic city defies logic.
In 1881. when the.city's area
was,about 48 square km, the total
population was nearly 650,000.
Today, census records indicate
that the population in the proper
bity- area has multiplied, more
than ten times. The density per
square kilometre is approximately .32,000 — the highest in
the world. The WHO prescribe*
that ideally the density should be
about 2^00 per sq km. The Ben
gal famine, the partition, turmoil
in a neighbouring country and
the economic backwardness in
adjoining States have contri
buted
the city's',unplanned
growth.
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